
Trade Price Cars Racing has signed 2009
British GT champion James Gornall to
contest the '20 British Touring Car
Championship season at the wheel of an
Audi S3.

The 35-year-old, who won British GT in a
Brookspeed-run Dodge Viper alongside
John Barnes, will line up alongside Bobby
Thompson in the AmDTuning-overseen
TPCR team, following the exit of the now
retired ex-F1 driver Mark Blundell from
the team.

Gornall was also a class winner in the
2009 Britcar 24 Hours before taking a
sabbatical from motorsport, not
returning until 2014 to race in the BMW
Compact Cup, racing alongside TPCR
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team boss Dan Kirby.

Gornall then switched to the Mini
Challenge last term, his first competition
in a front-wheel-drive car, and he took
five wins and 13 podiums on his way to
the overall title.

As part of his prize for success in the Mini
series, he won a test in a Motorbase
Performance Ford Focus, which he
undertook at Snetterton at the end of
last season.

Gornall said: "When I decided to enter the
Mini Challenge last season, it was with the
aim of learning the skills required to move
into British touring cars in the future.

"The test I did in the Focus as a reward for
winning the title only increased my desire
to join the grid, as I felt comfortable
straight away and knew that I would be
able to do myself justice.

"As a driver, you always want to win races
and if you don't go into a new season
feeling you can win, then you won't do.
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"The team has shown that it can fight for
victories and that has to be my target in
2020; to fight for silverware and to
challenge for both the Independents' title
and the Jack Sears Trophy [fought out
between drivers who have not had a BTCC
podium at the start of the season]."

Kirby added: "As a newcomer to the
series, James is a driver who fans might
not be too familiar with," said Kirby.

"However, I'm confident that they will
soon see what James can do when the
season gets underway as you don't
become a multiple British champion in a
range of disciplines without being a quick
driver."

AmD Tuning has also completed its BTCC
line-up for 2020, with second-year driver
Sam Osborne joining to race a Honda
Civic Type R.

He will line up alongside Jake Hill in the
Honda, which the West Thurrock
operation took to third place in the
teams' contest last season when
Independents Trophy winner Rory
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Butcher, Sam Tordoff and Mike Bushell
handled the cars.

Osborne graduated from the Mini
Challenge and the Renault UK Clio Cup
joined the BTCC with new team ExcelR8
Motorsport in 2019 in an ageing front-
wheel-drive MG6. He scored a best finish
of 14th place at Snetterton in the
reversed-grid race.

Osborne said: "It hasn't really sunk in yet,
but this is a fantastic opportunity for me

and one that I want to try and grab with
both hands.

"From the moment I first spoke to [team
principal] Shaun Hollamby, I knew that
this was the right deal for me and I'm
hoping that this can be the start of
something long term with the team."

2020 BTCC grid so far

Team Dynamics
Honda Civic Type
R FK8

Matt Neal, Dan
Cammish

WSR BMW 330i M
Sport

Colin Turkington,
Andrew Jordan, Tom
Oliphant

AmD Tuning
Honda Civic Type
R FK2

Jake Hill, Sam
Osborne

BTC Racing Honda
Civic Type R FK8

Josh Cook

Laser Tools Racing
Infiniti Q50

Ash Sutton, Aiden
Moffat



Trade Price Cars
Racing

Bobby Thompson,
James Gornall

Team Hard VW CC
Mike Bushell, Jack
Goff

Team Hard BMW
125i M Sport

Carl Boardley
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Coronavirus: DFL
will not sanctio…
players for goal
celebrations in
Bundesliga

Hertha Berlin boss Bruno
Labbadia defended his…
players after they
celebrated in close
proximity, though the DFL
will not sanction them.
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Man Utd trigger
one-year…
extension to
Fosu-Mensah
contract

Timothy Fosu-Mensah will
be contracted to…
Manchester United until
the end of next season
after the club exercised an
option in his deal.
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Messi to Inter? Of
course Nerazzu…
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Benoit Cauet was asked
about the possibility of…
Inter signing six-time
Ballon d'Or winner Lionel
Messi.
Omnisport

Coronavirus:
Buttler World…
Cup final jersey
auction raises
over £65,000

An auction of Jos Buttler's
World Cup final jersey ha…
raised over £65,000 for
the Royal Brompton &
Harefield Hospitals
charity.

2
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‘If I was
Barcelona…
president, I’d sign
Neymar
tomorrow’ –
Balde says
Brazilian could
‘play for any
team’

The former La Masia
academy star, who is no…
a domestic rival of the
South American at
Monaco, believes a big-
money deal should be
done at Camp Nou

17
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Bayern president
expects transfe…
fees to dip after
coronavirus
pandemic

Transfer fees had spiralled
in recent years, but…
Bayern Munich president
Herbert Hainer thinks the
coronavirus crisis will end
the trend.

19

David Beckham’s
100th England…
cap – 12 years onThe midfielder played 63
minutes in a 1-0 friendly…
defeat to France on March
26, 2008 at the Stade de
France.

24
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‘Pogba isn’t
bigger than Ma…
Utd & do they
need him?’ – Ince
wants resolution
to distracting
saga

The former midfielder has
suggested in the past th…
a World Cup winner
should be moved on, with
some big decisions fast
approaching
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‘Berbatov only
spoke to team-…
mates at Man
Utd!’ – Striker
knew he was the
best at Spurs &
Fulham, says
Bent

A former team-mate of
the enigmatic Bulgarian…
has revealed that he
barely got a word out of a
fellow forward, but life
was different at OId
Trafford

Omnisport

Coronavirus:
2020 IPL on the…
cards, says BCCI
chief
The Indian Premier League
may still go ahead this…
year, according to BCCI
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Teaching Bucs
offense to Tom…
Brady is 'weird' –
Brate
He may have six Super
Bowl rings, but Tom Brad…
is relying on team-mates
like Cameron Brate to get
him up to speed in Tampa
Bay.

Evening Standard

UK coronavirus
LIVE: NHS leade…
warn of second
wave unless
Government 'gets
on' with Covid-19
track and trace

The clock is ticking for the
Government to finalise a…
track and trace system
that would prevent a
second wave of
coronavirus cases, NHS
leaders have warned.NHS
Confederation chief
executive Niall Dickson
said it was time to "get on
with" the roll-out, saying it
was "being done very late
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Who's in the
Space Force cas…
From Steve
Carrell to Lisa
Kudrow

Space Force is set to be
Netflix’s new must-see…
series, thanks to its stellar
cast and brilliant
premise.Effectively a bit
like The Office – but about
space, and not stationery
– the team behind the
American adaption of
Ricky Gervais’ smash-hit
sitcom see their new
series centering around a
group of

Goal.com

Emre Can sends
Sancho Man Ut…
warning as he
admits he could
never join Red
Devils

A current colleague of the
England international…
believes he should be
staying put, with there no
reason to leave one
heavyweight side for
another

Evening Standard

Researchers
studying king…
penguins in
Antarctica go
'cuckoo' from
fumes emitted
from animal
droppings

Scientists studying a
colony of king penguins i…
Antarctica have reported
getting so high on the
nitrous oxide emitted by
the animals' droppings
that it made them ill.The
emissions of nitrous oxide
given off by the colony's
guano were about 100
times higher than those
from a recently fertilised

Evening Standard

Which European
countries have…
opened up their
borders and how
long is the
quarantine
process?

The UK Foreign Office
(FCO) is currently advisin…
against all but essential
international travel for an
indefinite
period.Nevertheless,
European countries have
started to ease lockdown
measures, and border
restrictions, in preparation
for the return of domestic
and international tourists.
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Ant and Dec poke
fun at Premier…
League return
plans with
hilarious
Instagram picture

Ant and Dec have shared a
hilarious photoshopped…
picture of themselves
playing football for their
favourite team, Newcastle
United.Posting on their
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…
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fixtures on BT…
Sport: Kick-off
times, TV channel
and how to watch
Dortmund and
Bayern this
weekend

Bundesliga football is back
this weekend following a…
successful restart of
football in Germany.The
top two German divisions
resumed last weekend
and, despite there being
no fans, the action passed
off without any serious
setbacks.

Evening Standard

Welsh
government…
reported to
Equality and
Human Rights
Commission over
'delays to Covid-
19 testing in care
homes'

The Welsh Government
has been reported to the…
Equality and Human
Rights Commission (EHRC)
over delays to Covid-19
testing in care homes
across the country.The
Older People's
Commissioner for Wales,
Heléna Herklots, has said
that comprehensive
testing in care homes was
"too slow", and is

Evening Standard

Where is Holly
Willoughby's…
navy top and
skirt from?
Where to buy the
This Morning
star's outfit
today

Holly Willoughby, 39, has
firmly cemented herself …
a fashion icon, whether
she's wearing stylish
casual wear on This
Morning or glamorous
gowns on Dancing on
Ice.Over the years, the TV
presenter has
collaborated with a
number of high street
brands, including M&S;
and Very, and is also an
ambassador
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I knew De Reuck
would be the be…
in South Africa -
Ofori lauds
reported Orlando
Pirates target

The experienced shot-
stopper feels that the…
highly-rated centre-back
played with fear when he
arrived at the Team of
Choice

The Independent

The
Independent's…
Happy List 2020:
Covid Heroes
.full-article .article-
wrapper .main-content-…
column, .main-content {
width: 100%!important; }
.sidebar, taboola-mid-
article-left-rail-thumbnails
{display: none !important;}
Nominations are now
open to find 50 heroes
and heroines who have
dedicated themselves to
helping, inspiring and
uplifting others
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Best fake tans for
your face and…
how to apply to
get the best
results

Spending the past couple
of months confined to o…
homes has wreaked havoc
on our skin. The lack of
sunlight, the stress and
the constant snacking has
not been kind to our
complexions. But there
are subtle things you can
do to make yourself feel
better and that starts with
a subtle glow.We don’t
know

The Independent

Liverpool
preparing for…
shorter break
between seasons,
says Jurgen
Klopp

Liverpool are preparing
for a shorter break…
between seasons due to
the disruption to the
current campaign caused
by the COVID-19
pandemic, manager
Jurgen Klopp has said.The
Premier League hopes to

The Independent

NWSL planning
month-long…
tournament inThe National Women's

…
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Soccer League is set to…
move forward with plans
for a month-long, single-
city tournament starting
in late June, according to
media reports.The
tournament will take place
at Rio Tinto Stadium and
Zions Bank Stadium in
suburban Salt Lake City,
Utah, with "regular" COVID
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'I'd love to be part
of it' – Bruce…
backs himself as
the right man to
lead post-
takeover
Newcastle

The Magpies could soon
be given a hefty cash…
injection and the 59-year-
old is keen to be a part of
the club's future

1
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V&A museum
invites viewers …
curator video
tour of Kimono:
Kyoto to Catwalk

The V&A; museum is
giving viewers a second…
chance to see its
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